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PLANNING A CONSUMER 
PROJECT IN 2021

Homeowner Projects

Top Motivators

Master Bedroom & 
Bathroom Project Spike

DIY Attitudes

Regional Impact on Projects

2020 was a big year for project planning — and completion. We 
expect this trend of home improvement to continue throughout 2021, 

with several aspects of the trend standing out. Let’s break down 
what’s most important to know for 2021.

The rate of planning — and project completion — has been high for over a year 
now, thanks to COVID-19. Although planning projects dropped slightly 

compared to the first quarter in 2020, Q1 2021 is still seeing much higher 
project planning than historical norms. We do expect to see project planning 

lessen in 2021, as many projects were completed in 2020. 

In the past, both master bedroom and bathroom projects were some 
of the least popular projects. However, from 2020 into 2021, we are 

seeing an increase in popularity in these two categories. 
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DIY confidence plays a huge role in planning and completing 
projects. Those with more confidence plan more projects, even if 

they plan to have a Pro complete the work. 

Although the coasts are leading the way in project planning, there are 
different reasons for doing so. The Northeast relies more on remodel and 
renovation to improve homeowner approval, due to older housing stock 

and far less area for building a new property. 
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Although maintenance/repair and design updates are the leading 
motivation for wanting to renovate a home, improving comfort is close 

behind. If the trend of working-from-home and school-from-home 
continues, we can expect comfort to become more of a driving factor.
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Needed to repair or 
maintain my house

Want to update the 
look of my house

Want to make my home 
more comfortable


